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Never-ending news feeds, feelings of isolation, and lives that are taken too quickly. 

These issues are intertwined into modern life and the storyline of the musical “Dear

Evan Hansen.”

In its opening year, “Dear Evan Hansen” won six Tony Awards (including best musical)

and a Grammy. The show is still running on Broadway and has opened in London and

Toronto with an additional production touring the United States.  Its most recent stop

was at the Fox Theatre in St. Louis.

The reason for its success? The story of a teenager with crippling social anxiety who

learns no one deserves to be forgotten. 

Despite the interconnectedness and constant activity through social media, young

people still struggle with feelings of loneliness. “Dear Evan Hansen” personifies

(sometimes dramatically) this anxiety. 

“As someone who has had some struggles with anxiety, and someone who had a pretty

rough middle school experience, I think ‘Dear Evan Hansen’ was pretty hard to sit

through,” said Andrew Wagner, SLU student and theatre enthusiast. “The most

important thing when feeling anxious or alone is to rely on those who care about you,”

said Wagner. 

It appears that the show struck a chord with quite a few students. 

“It’s the feeling of being alone and wanting to disappear that felt as though [‘Dear Evan

Hansen’] was written for my life.,” said Hannah Scheckel, SLU student and host of

KSLU radio show “SLUsical Theatre.”According to the American Foundation for Suicide

Prevention, “wanting to disappear” is a common theme for 18-24 year olds. 

Patrick Cruitt is a doctoral candidate at Washington University in St. Louis who saw the

show while it was in town. As someone studying psychology, he was impressed. 

“The opening scene…is one of the most powerful depictions of social anxiety disorder

I’ve seen,” said Cruitt. 

“Evan’s efforts to avoid negative emotions and the uncomfortable truth of his own

experience lead him to engage in behaviors that, despite Evan’s best intentions,

manipulate others into helping maintain his avoidance,” Cruitt said.

His behaviors are only amplified on social media where his lies quickly travel, forcing

his lies to become bigger than Evan ever imagined. 

Although typical behaviors of those with social anxiety were well visualized for

theatergoers, Cruitt was disappointed with the end. In the end, Evan appears to be

better but there is no mention of how he improved. 

“A therapeutic relationship would help implement these insights into practice. Even just

a passing mention of therapy in the closing scene would have sent the message that

working on one’s mental health is an ongoing activity that can be aided by therapy,” said

Cruitt.

Nevertheless, Dear Evan Hansen could start a dialogue that is often overlooked. 

“Issues of suicide and mental health are incredibly difficult ones to talk about, especially

for high school- and college-aged students. Especially as the generation most wrapped

up in social media, the show can remind most people of moments in which they felt

their most helpless and vulnerable,” Wagner said. 

Others have commented on its ability to reflect the digital age. 

“No other production quite captures the overwhelming feeling of endless news, twitter

feeds and multimedia. It shows a more realistic picture of what life is actually like in

2019,” said Scheckel. 

Art and emotion are tied together—a lesson that Dear Evan Hansen seems to have

capitalized on. 

 “Approaching…emotions through art teaches us that it is OK to feel them and that we

are capable of managing them, both important lessons that are also taught in therapy,”

said Cruitt. 

For now, “Dear Evan Hansen” joins a small category of other shows that deal with

mental illness. However, with its cultural relevance and the foothold it’s established

with young people, the subject material may become more popular.    
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